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 Pursuant to the disclosure requirements in 47 C.F. R. 73.3526(11)(i), and during the quarter referenced above, this station provided information 
to its viewers regarding the following significant issues, including: 
 

Crime 
Diversity 
Education 

Environment 
Health 

Housing 
Transportation 

 
 

Programs 

Channel 
 

Issue Time Date Duration Title of 
Program 

Narrative Description 

4.1 Housing 5pm 10/2 60 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

Severe housing crisis grips Bay Area; San Jose mayor 
unveils plans to build 25K new housing units in 5 years to 
include 10K “affordable” units; mayor admits it’s a tough 
challenge in region where $1M homes are the norm; at state 
level Gov. Brown signed 15 bills addressing housing crisis 
but all require voter approval in 2018 

4.1 Crime 10pm 10/3 120 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 8pm 

In aftermath of Las Vegas mass shooting, interview with 
local criminologist and sociology professor on the factors in 
society that lead to this type of crime; also discussion of 
whether this type of crime is increasing or whether we are 
more aware of them because modern weaponry makes the 
events increasingly dramatic and deadly 

4.1 Crime 5pm 10/4  60 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

SFPD and SF supervisors announce new steps in 
combatting car break-ins and property crimes which are 
increasing problem in SF; doubling officers on foot patrol 
has not been enough   
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4.1 Crime 
Health 

5pm 10/4 110 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

San Jose taking a different approach to dealing with public 
intoxication rather than jailing and prosecuting; instead of 
jail if not suspected of connection to any other crime they 
will be sent to a “sobering center” where they can sleep it 
off, get some food and be assesses for mental health status 
and referral to treatment as needed; city says will eliminate 
unnecessary paramedic trips, free up space in jails and ERs 
and improve public safety by freeing up law enforcement 
resources 

4.1 Diversity /  
Minority Issues 

5pm 10/4 100 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

DACA deadline for renewing permits; bipartisan efforts to 
craft legislation with path to citizenship;  analysis of  
different options currently being discussed 

4.1 Health 8am 10/5 30 seconds KRON 4 
Morning News 

Latest research on connection between exercise and mental 
health; any type of exercise that elevates heart rate and gets 
you sweating has significant positive impact on brain and 
lessens effects of depression and anxiety; working out as 
little as one hour a week over a sustained period of time will 
improve memory 

4.1 Transportation 5pm 10/6 120 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

MTA opens a new express lane option in the notorious 680 
corridor; people have the option to pay to drive in the 
designated lane; has been successful in other locations; 
some commuters say they would be willing to pay $5 a day 
to alleviate their commute frustrations; MTA spokesperson 
avoids over-promising, says will relieve but not eliminate 
congestion 
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4.1 Environment 10pm 10/8 85 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 10pm 

Analysis of legislation in Congress supporters say will help 
prevent wildfires which they say are the result of 
unmanaged and mismanaged federal land; bill would 
facilitate logging on federal lands; supporters also say the 
increase in wildfires produces ash which pollutes both air 
and waterways; opponents say more logging is not the 
answer to a problem caused by climate change; opponents 
say bill is a gift to logging industry; proponents say it’s all 
about the environment and based on science and best 
practices in states with healthiest forests 

4.1 Community 
Service 

All 
Newscasts

10/9-10/13  All Newscasts Continuous coverage of wildfire disaster that struck 
Sonoma and Napa Counties 

4.1 Community 
Service 

All 
Newscasts

10/15-
10/20 

 All Newscasts Newscasts primarily focused on ongoing coverage of the 
wildfire emergency  

4.1 Diversity / 
Minority Issues 

5pm 10/17 30 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

Latest iteration of President Trump’s travel ban again 
blocked  by federal courts 

4.1 Health 5pm 10/17 45 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

Update on efforts in Congress to stabilize and maintain 
current health insurance program  

4.1 Diversity / 
Women’s Issues 

6pm 10/18 90 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 6pm 

#Me Too background on the social media campaign; 
interview with one victim currently speaking up to address 
the problem of sexual abuse; “it’s not just Holly wood-it’s 
happening everywhere:” 

4.1 Health 8pm 10/18 45 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 8pm 

California files suit to force the federal government to 
continue making healthcare subsidy payments; other states 
joining suit; claims President is illegally undermining the 
health care law 

4.1 Diversity / 
Women’s Issues 

10pm 10/18 120 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 10pm 

#Me Too follow up story with local angle; women at Cal 
Berkeley discuss rape culture and frequency of abuse on 
campus; one student says a hash tag isn’t enough, won’t 
change things, need men to step up and say this isn’t okay, 
change will only come when people recognize what they’ve 
been doing is wrong and try to change; interview with men 
who support #MeToo movement 
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4.1 Health 5pm 10/19 30 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

Social media can be detrimental to people’s mental health; 
especially among young people and most especially among 
young women; Instagram and Snapchat have the most 
negative impact, setting unrealistic standards to meet up to; 
YouTube is the only platform cited with a positive impact 

4.1 Diversity /  
Minority Issues 

8pm 10/19 90 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 8pm 

Coverage of speech by white supremacist Richard Spencer 
at Univ of Florida; security cost $500K for hundreds of 
police officers; UF president equated security costs to 1K 
tuitions; Spencer and supporter Mike Enoch claim they’ve 
realized “America does not belong to us”; demonstrators 
said they did not want violence but also claim their city is 
diverse and welcoming except to Spencer’s type of rhetoric 

4.1 Health 8pm 10/19 105 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 8pm 

Kids and media consumption; kids under 11 spending more 
time staring at screens and using more types of screens; 
children in less affluent households spend nearly twice as 
much time as those in higher income homes; studies show 
that screen time in the very young can create developmental 
problems; in children 6 months to 2 years, more screen time 
increase likelihood for speech delays 

4.1 Diversity 8pm 10/20 90 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 8pm 

Incidents of hate speech and racist graffiti becoming more 
commonplace, even in the Bay Area; incident earlier this 
week at East Bay school; now Financial District dental 
office; dentist was the first African American dentist to  
open practice in the neighborhood – 25 years ago; has had 
no problems until now his front windows were graffitied 
with a swastika, the n-word and the word die; says it is 
surprising in San Francisco but+ understandable given 
current national political climate which has emboldened 
bigotry; feels sorry for those who do not appreciate the 
“beautiful diversity of humanity” 
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4.1 Transportation 9pm 10/23 30 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 9pm 

BART extends its new carpool program to two additional 
stations; program guarantees the driver a designated parking 
spot; find your own carpool partner or use the scoop app 
and then register to get a paper permit 

4.1 Housing 5pm 10/25 105 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

Already challenging Bay Area housing market made worse 
by North Bay fires where entire neighborhoods were 
destroyed; pushing rents to $10K/15K for some; concern re 
finding housing for the local service sector, the people who 
keep local industry going; there aren’t enough contractors to 
do the amount of rebuilding that needs to be done 

4.1 Transportation 9pm 10/25 135 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 9pm 

Bike sharing programs expanding throughout Bay Area; but 
not without  some negative reaction; pushback as companies 
like Ford GoBike move their services into residential 
neighborhoods; concern from residents that proper 
procedures and notifications are not in place; GoBike says 
there was outreach bur residents say they did not give their 
input; residents support biking to help alleviate traffic 
congestion but are concerned about changes to quality of 
their neighborhoods and their property values 

4.1 Education 9pm 10/25 30 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 9pm 

New report confirms what most people suspect; college is 
getting more expensive; costs rose faster than inflation 
again; tuition up $300 at public colleges and $800 at private 
colleges 

4.1 Housing 10pm 10/25 45 seconds KRON 4  
News at 10pm 

New real estate study shows Bay Area rents are still rising; 
SF, Mt View and Redwood City are most expensive for one 
bedroom apartment; in SF average is up $90 to 
$3480/month for a one bedroom; Vallejo is least expensive 
with average $1300/month for one bedroom 
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4.1 Transportation 5pm 10/26 140 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

Status report on BART extension to San Jose; construction 
completed; now in testing phases; static testing of signaling 
completed; test trains now on the tracks; public reminded 
that system is fully electrified and to heed posted warning 
signs; line expected to open June 2018 and carry 23K riders 
per day 

4.1 Housing 5pm 10/26 150 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

SF still on top; once again the worst place in US to find 
affordable housing and has actually lengthened its lead over 
#2 NYC; before the fires Santa Rosa and Napa boasted the 
most affordable rents in the Bay Area; but that’s likely to 
change dramatically now; SF $35K/month for one 
bedroom’ Mt. View has fastest rising rents in the area with 
one bedroom monthly up $800 over last  year to 
$31K/month; on brighter side rents down 10% in Oakland 
and Berkeley  

4.1 Education 5pm 10/26 55 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

Controversy at East Bay high school; teacher reinstated 
after what school officials agree was inappropriate and 
unprofessional behavior with students; however, the 
behavior was not criminal so he was able to regain his 
position; the students who filed the original claim have 
since graduated 

4.1 Environment 5pm 10/26 90 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

Parents speak up about contaminated water in SF schools; 
water testing with high lead content; school district 
maintains the water is not polluted; the problem is in the 
pipes 

4.1 Education 8pm 10/26 120 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 8pm 

“If you see something, say something”; police and school 
officials remind students and their parents after a third 
student was found brining a gun into a Bay Area school this 
week,; two were high school students; the third  was 8 years 
old; parents need to address with their kids the need to 
speak up and to help keep each other safe 
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4.1 Transportation 5pm 10/27 90 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

BART going after fare evaders; says losing $15-25M/year; 
effective Jan 1 all riders will have to show proof of 
payment; fines will be $75 for adults, $55 for kids 

4.1 Education 6pm 10/27 105 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 6pm 

Follow-up on controversy at East Bay high school; 
reinstated teacher resigned his position;  

4.1 Transportation 5p 10/30 90 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

San Francisco does not have the worst commute in the 
country – that honor goes to Washington DC.  But SF has 
the second worst and SF is the only city in US to be Top 5 
in both measured categories of commute time and commute 
stress 

4.1 Transportation 10pm 10/30 105 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 10pm 

Background on gas taxes; number of cars on the road in CA 
has doubled since last gas tax put in place, but gallons of 
gas purchased has only gone up by one third due to fuel 
efficient cars; not enough gas revenue to keep up with 
increased wear and tear on the roadways; new 12 cent tax 
will help with that; also will be earmarked for specific 
major projects split between state and local projects; and 
also go to support non-auto transportation initiatives 

4.1 Environment 5pm 10/31 100 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

At start of rainy season PUC announces new program Rain 
Ready SF to help alleviate flooding in the city, calling on 
community to adapt to  climate change and adopt a new 
flood resilience strategy to be ready for this rainy season 
and rainy seasons in years ahead 

4/1 Health 10pm 10/31 95 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 10pm 

Changes in breast cancer treatment; new radiation 
procedures minimize risk of damage to major internal 
organs which decreases risk of death from heart and lung 
problems secondary to radiation treatment 

4.1 Health 8pm 11/1 40 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 8pm 

Health benefits explainer; changes to Covered California for 
2018; deadlines; etc. 
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4.1 Environment 9pm 11/1 60 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 9pm 

Rainfall prompts contamination concerns among residents 
whose houses survived the fire but are surrounded by 
burned-out hillside and residences; also increased risk of 
mudslides and flooding;  

4.1 Health 10pm 11/1 105 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 10pm 

Safety precautions for your next hair salon visit; good 
hygiene means salons should use fresh drapes and towels 
for each customer and make sure combs and brushes are 
sanitized in between customers; dirty towels should be kept 
in a closed container; hair swept from the floor after each 
customer; these are the basic steps to protect customers 
from bacterial and fungal agents; current license should be 
displayed; officers from state inspection agencies say that 
dozens of salons in their states fail inspections every year 
 

4.1 Housing 5pm 11/2 30 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

Bay Area housing crunch takes another direct hit due to post 
wildfire dislocation; more than 6K homes destroyed; 
temporary block placed on new vacation rentals; use of 
trailers as homes now permitted on residential lots; 
measures like these helping to make housing units available 
in the area to people who have lost everything and have 
been sleeping on living room floors 

4.1 Environment 5pm 11/2 140 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

San Jose engineers rushing to finish Coyote Creek flood 
wall in effort to prevent repeat of last year’s disastrous 
flooding; thousands of tons of earth used to create a 300-
foot berm on one side of the creek and a vinyl wall on the 
other side next to housing; supplemented by removal of 
fallen trees and invasive vegetation from the creek bed 
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4.1 Education 5pm 11/2 150 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

(on-going series of feature reports) Teacher of the Week:  
Jeremiah Clauss at St Mary’s School in Los Gatos; teaches 
religion, language arts, social studies but brings singing and 
acting to all his classrooms in order to keep students 
engaged and happy; principal “most teachers stand in the 
front and read” but Jeremiah does the extras and brings it to 
life; that gives the kids a rich learning experience; his 
students are enthusiastic about their subject matter 

4.1 Transportation 6pm 11/2 25 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 6pm 

The new 12 cent gas tax isn’t just focused on automobiles; 
BART also receiving new tax revenue which they will use 
for more police, station cleaners and car maintenance 

4.1 Environment 9pm 11/2 165 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 9pm 

Battle to save North Bay drinking water from hazardous 
pollutants resulting from the firestorm; asbestos, metals, 
plastics, other toxins could wash into nearby rivers and 
streams and eventually into Russian River a major supplier 
of drinking water for the North Bay; hazmat teams combing 
properties; city working with residents to remove burnt out 
cars; sandbags and special filters deployed at storm drains 
to keep pollutants out  

4.1 Environment 5pm 11/3 150  
seconds 

KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

White House signs off on new climate change report; 
climate change is happening; caused by human activity; 
environment close to tipping point; superstorms, super-
floods super-fires will be normal; extended droughts and 
shrinking snowpack – down 89% by end of century; 
increased frequency and intensity of El Nino/La Nina cycle; 
White House downplayed significance by saying climate is 
always changing 

4.1 Health 
Crime 

5pm 11/6 180 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

Live on-set interview with therapist Dr. Tara Fields 
discussing the connection between mental illness and mass 
shootings 
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4.1 Housing 5pm 11/6 120 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

Controversial rent control measure in Pacifica pitting 
neighbors against each other; passionate debate ahead of 
election day; those against say it’s costly and doesn’t solve 
the rent increase and eviction problems and suggest building 
more affordable units is the answer; those in favor say it 
protects residents who need it the most 

4.1 Transportation 5pm 11/6 30 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

Gas prices take a big jump due to new gas tax; San 
Francisco has highest prices in the state and in the nation; 
prices increased more than the amount of the gas tax 

4.1 Housing 8pm 11/6 150 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 8pm 

Impact of North Bay fires on the homeless; advocates warn 
homelessness in Santa Rosa will worsen; homeless woman 
says even harder now to survive as shelters and resources 
formerly available to homeless people are now going to fire 
evacuees  

4.1 Crime 5pm 11/7 105 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

Local community supervisor asking for crack down on 
drones due to potential for use in criminal activity; evidence 
shows that drones have been used to smuggle drugs into 
local correctional facility; calling for strict new regulations 
and enforcement of airspace  

4.1 Health 
Education 

8pm 11/7 35 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 8pm 

New federal education guidelines changing the curriculum 
for gym class; emphasis is shifting away from team 
competitions to personal mastery and fitness and activities 
that students can take with them outside of school (yoga, 
rock climbing, self-defense, etc.) 

4.1 Health 8pm 11/7 30 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 8pm 

New approach to childhood allergies; food allergy cases on 
the rise while many parents try to keep their kids away from 
certain foods other parents are participating in trials and 
therapies aimed at getting rid of the allergies through 
desensitization; or if not curing the allergy at least lessening 
it so accidental exposure is not life threatening 
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4.1 Crime 9pm 11/7 135 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 9pm 

Peninsula town dealing with spike in car burglaries; in 2017 
over 100 incidents in the In N Out Burger parking lot alone; 
police called a town meeting to discuss crime; live coverage 
from the meeting; police reminders to keep valuables out of 
sight and place items in the trunk before you get to your 
destination; also addressed home safety concerns with 
advice on reinforcing windows and doors 

4.1 Environment 5pm 11/8 120 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

North Bay taking precautions to contain polluted rainwater 
runoff in fire zones; using straw wattles and canvas bags of 
rocks; both act to filter the water; with vegetation burned off 
soil’s ability to absorb water may be less with more water 
going into creeks than usual; key concern is heavy metals 
and impact not only on water quality but fish, animals, birds 
of the creek ecosystems; also using hydro mulching to 
stabilize hillsides to protect against landslides 

4.1 Crime 5pm 11/8  120 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

Brazen escape by 2 felons from Palo Alto courthouse result 
of dangerously low staffing levels according to Deputy 
Sheriff Association; 3rd escape in 2 years; inmate to deputy 
ratio to high; with staffing down 20% not enough deputies 
to go around; sheriff’s office says 25 new deputies in 
training will help alleviate staffing crunch  

4.1 Crime 5pm 11/8 105 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

Sen Feinstein trying again for gun control legislation; 
proponents claim inaction by Congress has cost hundreds of 
lives; those opposed say the answer is better enforcement 
not additional laws; 

4.1 Crime 6pm 11/8 30 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 6pm 

Warning to East Bay residents about laptop thefts in coffee 
shops; dozen recent incidents of robbers stealing laptops off 
coffee shop table tops while customers are sitting at the 
table 
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4.1 Crime 5pm 11/9 180 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

Round up of warnings about scams currently active in Bay 
Area: fake contractors contacting victims of North Bay 
fires; fake EPA agents offering fire victims recovery grants 
but need bank info to send the money; car wrap scam that’s 
a way to get money out of forged checks by signing up 
people to wrap their car in advertising and giving them a 
forged check to deduct their fee and send remaining money 
to 3rd party to supposedly pay for the wrap 

4.1 Environment 
Housing 

5pm 11/9 150 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

Climate change threatens homes; Zillow says global 
warming will leave 2M homes underwater by end of 
century; entire towns will disappear including Miami Beach 
and Malibu and major cities like Boston, New York and 
Tampa; losses nearly a trillion dollars; projections based on 
6-foot sea level rise which would flood the Sacramento 
Valley 

4.1 Health 5pm 11/9 30 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

New health warning cites link between alcohol consumption 
and cancer; even one drink a day increases the chance of 
getting cancer; alcohol increases estrogen which affects risk 
of breast cancer; consuming 3.5 or more drinks per day 
means 2 to 3 times more like to develop head, neck and 
liver cancers 

4.1 Crime 
Transportation 

5pm 11/10 120 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

BART new tactic to make trains and stations safer for 
riders; working with outside law enforcement agencies 
throughout the BART system; local police together with 
BART police create strong and highly visible presence 
inside stations and on trains; curtails crime not only in the 
station but in the surrounding neighborhood; stronger 
crackdown on fare evasion to bring much-needed revenue 
back into system 
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4.1 Environment 5pm 11/10 90 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

Making sense of La Nina; cool ocean temp phenomenon 
officially confirmed; but hard to predict what it means; 
conventional wisdom about El Nino and La Nina turned 
upside down in recent years; forecasters not saying if winter 
will be wetter than average, drier or normal 

4.1 Diversity 5pm 11/10  90 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

Explanation of proposals to modify the original ADA act; 
opinions/reactions from both sides; those against claim it 
places burden of not being discriminated against on the 
person being discriminated against rather than clearly 
outlawing discrimination in the first place; those for claim it 
protects against predatory trial lawyers and bogus damage 
suits which unfairly disadvantage companies as result of 
large cash settlements 

4.1 Environment 
Health 

6pm 11/10 105 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 6pm 

New effort to pass federal asbestos ban; many unaware that 
not already illegal; review of products where use is still 
legal; court objections to previous effort to pass total ban; 
arguments in favor of ban 

4.1 Diversity 5p 11/20 120 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

Sacred Heart’s 53rd annual holiday food box giveaway 
supports Santa Clara County residents in need; interviews 
with recipients; request from the charity for more turkeys or 
cash to buy turkeys 

4.1 Education 
Diversity 

5p 11/20 180 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

Live in-studio interview with Oakland Mayor Libby Schaaf 
discussing the Brilliant Babies program launched by the city 
as part of the Oakland Promise education initiate; gives low 
income children a $500 college savings account starting at 
birth 

4.1 Crime 10p 11/20 105 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 10pm 

How to avoid crime when completing an online classified 
transaction; Alameda Sheriff’s office says suggest meeting 
at a police station to complete the transaction; Daly City 
police have set aside a special monitored parking lot for the 
purpose; if someone won’t agree to that choice of location, 
don’t do business with them 
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4.1 Transportation 10p 11/20 120 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 10pm 

CalTrans proposing express toll lanes to relieve congestion 
on Hwy 101 in San Mateo County; traffic there dramatically 
worse of past few years; part of plan to create toll lane 
network across Bay Area; but not all commuters support the 
plan, doubting it will do anything to actually decrease 
overcrowding; if approved the 2-year construction project 
will begin in 2019 

4.1 Housing 10p 11/20 150 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 10p 

New report details salary needed to buy a home in America; 
San Jose needs the highest salary ($216K) and San 
Francisco #2 at $171K; holidays is typically slow period for 
selling a home but the right kind of staging for the holidays 
can make a difference 

4.1 Diversity 5p 11/21 100 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

San Jose mayor hosts holiday meal for some 200 homeless 
residents who also got a hot shower and care packages 
containing blankets and cold weather gear; San Jose 
estimates 4K homeless living on its streets; meal was 
organized by homeless outreach groups working together 
and hosted at Forager Restaurant where manager says 
everybody has to do their part to help 

4.1 Crime 6p 11/21 90 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 6pm 

New bipartisan bill updates old federal minimum sentencing 
guidelines; judges get more flexibility in making 
punishment fit the crime; bill is stronger on domestic 
violence while allowing more leniency in lesser offenses; 
also includes education and training programs; Republican 
sponsor maintains bill does not mean he isn’t “tough on 
crime” 

4.1 Health 8pm 11/21  105 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 8pm 

Trouble in Toyland report; just in time for holiday 
shopping; analysis of what toys made the “do not buy” list 
and why – choking hazards, toxic components, data 
collection features; advice on how to be a smart toy shopper 
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4.1 Education 9pm 11/21 150 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 9pm 

East Bay school district criticized for decision to reduce the 
number of police officers in its schools; part of their 
Positive School Climate Policy which rethinks matters of 
discipline including role of School Resource Officers; 
comes just a few days after the latest incident of teenage 
bringing loaded gun on campus – in one of the schools 
impacted by the decision;  

4.1 Health 8p 12/2 30 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 8pm 

Apple teams up with Stanford on big heart arrhythmia 
study; using iPhone and Apple Watch to collect data about 
irregular heart rhythms 

4.1 Diversity 5pm 12/4 120 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

Analysis of SCOTUS decision on Trump travel ban and the 
administration’s position that the latest version of the ban is 
not discriminatory 

4.1 Housing 
Diversity 

5pm 12/4 120 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

San Jose considering construction of several tiny-home 
bridge communities around town as response to homeless 
problem; “emergency sleeping cabins” are a way to get 
housing solutions implemented sooner than waiting for 
enough traditional housing to be built; but could be a year 
or more before ready to occupy; and face challenge of 
getting neighborhood buy-in; most previous suggested sites 
have been rejected and there is concern over price tag of 
$20K/unit 

4.1 Health 5pm 12/4 60 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

Startling obesity numbers; new study says 20 percent of 
American kids 6 to 19 years old are obese and predicts a 
majority of American children will be obese by age 35; 
Americans need better eating habits 

4.1 Housing 6pm 12/4 90 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 6pm 

Oakland opens “tuff sheds” as a tool to address 
homelessness; set up temporary shed housing for 40 people 
in close proximity to an existing encampment of 40 people 
in hopes of weaning them off streets and into the 
transitional barebones structures where they can also apply 
for city services and get medical care 
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4.1 Education 6pm 12/5 105 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 6pm 

New study shows high school graduation rates are up 
nationwide; 84% graduated on time in 2016, the highest rate 
since 2011; gap remains between success rates for Asian 
and white students and rates for black and Hispanic 
students; despite increase in graduation rates test scores are 
staying the same or slipping; highest ranking states were 
Iowa and New Jersey (90%+); DC was at bottom with 69%; 
California was 83% 

4.1 Education 6pm 12/5 20 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 6pm 

Group of prominent attorneys filed lawsuit against 
California claiming many school children don’t know how 
to read and the state has done nothing about it, calling it a 
literacy crisis 

4.1 Transportation 9pm 12/6 60 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 9pm 

SF okays demand-based parking meter fees with aim to 
decrease amount of time drivers spend looking for parking 
and increase public transit use in response to higher meter 
costs 

4.1 Transportation 5pm 12/7 100 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

Key lawmakers send letter to MTC urging construction of 
new bridge across the Bay, claiming a new bay span would 
alleviate traffic congestion in SF and East Bay and better 
connect entire Bay Area; MTC agrees saying new 
infrastructure necessary to support the local economy; but 
cost may be prohibitive and local consensus may be hard to 
find as most people just want the pot holes fixed 

4.1 Environment 6pm 12/8 60 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 6pm 

California joins lawsuit against Trump administration for 
failing to enforce smog standards; EPA missed deadline to 
designate areas with unhealthy air which comes with 
responsibility to take steps to improve air quality; poor air 
quality is a community health hazard 
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4.1 Diversity 8pm 12/10 110 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 8pm 

Discussion of Human Rights Day event in San Francisco; 
70th anniversary of Universal Declaration of Human Rights; 
Danny Glover in conversation with SF Human Rights 
Commission members; how art has helped advance civil 
and human rights over the decades; key point discussed that 
it’s actually easier than people think to do something to 
advance human rights but at the same time small violations 
of human rights go unnoticed while the focus is on the 
larger more obvious violations 

4.1 Transportation 8pm 12/10 60 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 8pm 

MTC issues report stating Bay Area traffic-related injuries 
and fatalities hit a 6 year high in 2016; in 2010 there were 
318 vehicle-related deaths and 455 in 2016; among possible 
reasons is the dramatic increase in cars on Bay Area 
roadways due to strength of local economy; MTC points out 
that despite increase in number of deaths and injuries, the 
long-term trend over decades is towards safer roadways due 
to added safety features in vehicles 

4.1 Crime 5pm 12/13 30 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

BART overwhelmed by epidemic of car break-ins at BART 
parking lots; averaging 80/month; responding by stepping 
up police patrols and installing additional cameras; all riders 
are asked to use the BART Watch app to report suspicious 
behavior 

4.1 Health 5pm 12/13 30 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

New research shows “Man Flu” is real; men aren’t 
exaggerating their symptoms; men more susceptible to 
respiratory complications than women; women’s immune 
systems tend to be stronger; but not all scientists agree with 
the findings 

4.1 Education 8pm 12/13 90 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 8pm 

Controversy in Massachusetts school district over use of 
“relaxation rooms” to discipline young children; essentially 
solitary confinement;  
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4.1 Education 9pm 12/13 75 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 9pm 

Oakland school district once again facing budget shortfalls 
and receivership; hundreds of parents packed school board 
meeting to demand access to the budget to see if funds 
being allocated appropriately; high paid administrators 
should take brunt of necessary cuts rather than students 

4.1 Education 9pm  12/13  30 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 9pm 

Budget woes facing another East Bay school district and 
parents are protesting plans to save money by consolidating 
schools through school closures; district says it’s looking at 
many options and no specific cuts have been decided on 

4.1 Health 9pm 12/13 110 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 9pm 

With flu season ramping up, troubling news that this year’s 
flu vaccine may not be effective; effective rates in Australia 
are usually a good barometer of how successful vaccine will 
be in US; this year Australia seeing only 10% effectiveness 
vs the hoped-for 40-60%; health experts maintain that even 
10% is better than no protection and will help slow down 
the spread of the virus 

4.1 Education 10pm 12/13 75 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 10pm 

College students using ADHD prescription meds to get 
through stress of finals; study says 30% says using “study 
drug” leads to higher grades; how universities deal with the 
problem of substance abuse; healthier options to get through 
the stress of finals and avoid addiction 

4.1 Environment 5pm 12/14 105 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

Among many policy changes, Trump administration 
changing direction of federal environmental policy; pulled 
out of Paris climate agreement; rescinded cap on 
greenhouse gas emissions; opened Alaska wilderness to oil 
exploration 
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4.1 Housing 9pm 12/14 105 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 9pm 

Residents of Petaluma mobile home park receive rent 
increases of over 50%; residents claim this is in violation of 
state and federal disaster declarations issued after the 
devastating North Bay fires with destroyed more than 1K 
homes in Sonoma County; declarations contain stipulations 
against price gouging in disaster areas; rent increases are 
limited to 10%; tenants will agree to the lesser amount; 
arbitrations scheduled for January  

4.1 Crime 10p 12/18 135 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 10pm 

Pittsburg city council approves partnership with CalTrans to 
expand the Freeway Security Network a system of shot 
spotters, wireless cameras and mics and plate readers 
installed along Highways 4 and 80 in effort to reduce 
violence; those opposed claim invasion of privacy and cite 
concerns about who has access to the data 99% of which 
they claim has nothing to do with crime 

4.1 Crime 5p 12/20 120 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

FBI and local police force joint task force announce major 
gang busts; analysis of cooperation between agencies and 
also follow up on  impact of freeway camera system as aid 
in solving area crimes 

4.1 Health 5p 12/20 45 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

CDC issues warning to parents about danger of holiday toys 
tainted with lead; lead is invisible and has no smell; steps to 
protect children from lead exposure; no early warning signs; 
confirm lead exposure with blood test 

4.1 Transportation 6p 12/20 30 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 6pm 

Spanish court deals Uber a blow, ruling it must be regulated 
like a  taxi company not a tech firm; with this precedent set 
will other countries follow suit? 
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4.1 Crime 8p 12/20 90 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 8pm 

East Bay community struggles with police shortage; 
Berkeley PD currently down 20 officers; bike patrol is 
suspended as well as the drug task force; traffic unit and 
motorcycle cops may be cut in 2018; tough to be 
competitive in recruiting with San Francisco and San Jose 
also competing for qualified candidates; meanwhile 
narcotics investigations not getting done and calls not being 
responded to; focus is on keeping basic patrol staffed to 
keep community safe 

4.1 Crime 9pm 12/20 135 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 9pm 

Theft of packages has spiked during holiday delivery 
period; residents in one Hayward neighborhood worked 
with local police to catch package thief; neighborhood set 
up a web of security cameras and police used a decoy 
package with a tracking device inside on one porch and 
were able to nab 2 thieves who wound up being responsible 
for a string of East Bay package thefts 

4.1 Housing 9pm 12/20 30 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 9pm 

Follow-up on story about Petaluma mobile home 50% rent 
increases; following tenant rallies and questions of legality 
of increases in light of State of Emergency declarations, 
landlord have dropped the increase and are no longer 
pursuing rent adjustments 

4.1 Health 10pm 12/20 120 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 10pm 

World’s smallest pacemaker; exclusive interview with 
doctor and patient in Marin county; new technology 
changing the way cardiologists treat some heart patients; 
breakthrough means a less invasive surgical procedure and 
dramatically decrease recovery time 
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4.1 Diversity 5pm 12/21 150 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

San Francisco experimenting with new method to deter 
homeless encampments; city has installed large boulders in 
areas prone to encampments; city cites public health and 
safety hazards of encampments; homeless have simply 
moved further down the street, but city plans to expand the 
program; SF also announced new efforts to get homeless off 
the streets, opening new shelters around the city with total 
of 75 beds and 70 new supportive housing units for 
homeless vets; part of the late Mayor Ed Lee’s pledge to 
remove 1K people from the streets of SF before end of 
winter 

4.1 Diversity 5pm 12/21 120 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 5pm 

South Bay company and army of volunteers step in to help 
needy families; $10K donation from real estate company 
who cited economic inequality in the San Jose area; 
“vibrant area economically but not everyone has the same 
opportunity”; presents delivered to elementary school in 
disadvantaged neighborhood troubled by gangs, violence 
and blight; teachers did the shopping; firefighters and 
community volunteers did the wrapping – toys and clothing 
for the kids and everyday necessities for their parents 

4.1 Environment 9pm 12/22 120 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 9pm 

Dam inspections in South Bay uncover cracks in spillways 
of 3 major area dams; inspections carried out after last 
winter’s failure at Oroville which prompted large-scale 
evacuations; dams are undergoing seismic retrofitting and 
will be kept well below capacity to address flooding 
concerns 

4.1 Environment  9pm 12/22 30 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 9pm 

EPA has lost nearly one third of its scientists under the 
Trump administration; that’s after the agency had already 
begun shrinking prior to Trump taking office as GOP 
lawmakers have been cutting back the agency’s budget 
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4.1 Environment 10pm 12/26 90 seconds KRON 4 News 
at 10pm 

Bay Area experiencing poor air quality with brown haze 
hanging over the area; current persistent weather pattern of 
dry calm weather means pollution from just normal 
activities like driving cars and holiday wood fires builds up 
in atmosphere; unhealthy conditions currently prevail in 
some portions of the greater Bay Area; a change in upper 
atmospheric conditions which will bring a shift in weather 
patterns is needed to clear the air 

       
       
       

 

The station also aired the following public service announcements during the instant quarter: 

Type of Issue Duration Title or Narrative 
Local Community Support :30 Bay to Breakers PSA 
Local Community Support :15 Bay to Breakers PSA 
Military Assistance :30 Army Ranger support PSA Tom 
Military Assistance :60 Army Ranger support PSA Tom 
Military Assistance :30 Army Ranger support PSA Scott 
Military Assistance :60 Army Ranger support PSA Scott 
Support Autism Awareness :15 Autism Speaks 
Support Autism Awareness :30 Autism Speaks 
Drunk Driving Awareness :30 Project Roadblock spot 1 
Drunk Driving Awareness :30 Project Roadblock spot 2 
Drunk Driving Awareness :30 Project Roadblock spot 3 
Drunk Driving Awareness :30 Project Roadblock spot 4 
Support California Teachers :60 California State Teachers Association 
Support California Teachers :30 California State Teachers Association 
Support Fire Victims :30 Wine Country recovery spot 
   
   


